Summary of 4.PRV-PatCom Meeting at Stockholm on June 4, 2013, 11:00 am
Draft 1.0
Participants:

PRV:

PatCom:

Johan Winther, Head Patent Information
Anders Bruun, Patent Expert
Asa Viken, Examiner
Willem-Geert Lagemaat, President of PatCom
Georg Schultheiss, Patcom Secretary

1. Introduction and Agenda
Johan Winther welcomes the PatCom delegation and Willem Lagemaat thanked for the
possibility of the meeting. The agenda has been approved.
2. Approval of the Summary of the 2011 Meeting
The agreed summary has been approved.
3. CPC Experiences
Anders Bruun gave a detailed presentation about the comprehensive work at PRV for the
move to CPC. The data are shown in the “for members only”-section of the PatCom
website. He explained the problems and the fact of a strongly limited time-table.
In the discussion all participants stated, that in future this will not more be a playground
for EPO only. Although national offices hesitate to participate, meanwhile China has
signed and Brazil is on the way.
4. Development of PRV Services
5. Development in Electronic Publication and Legal Status Update
Asa Viken gave a demonstration how PRV will use the Federal European Patent Register
as a web-service for legal status search to be launched in 2014 although there are still
difficulties for different countries.
In MT the SE-EN former work resulted in improvements for the EPO/Google-project. The
PRV-project is closed. For the future development it is unclear if there will be a new
business model and a pricing system.
Anders Bruuns mentioned that the German classification DPK is available at PRV in
English, German and Swedish.
6. Licensing of PRV Material – Full Text Delivery
Johan Winther explained that for full-text delivery is not yet in priority.
Willem Lagemaat asked for the Bacon-archive on disc or on tape. He hopes to see no
copyright problems. As EPO has not enough capacity e.g. for delivering all pictures of one
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country, he asked if PRV has a copy. Johan Winther will check it, if there are better ways
to get the material.
In a short discussion on pricing policies and the PRV possibilities, PRV declared that
development costs cannot be charged but the situation will be checked also.
7. AOB
Willem Lagemaat and Georg Schultheiss explained that they will step out of their
functions as President and Secretary of PatCom by June 2014. PatCom will keep PRV
informed about successors to decide about the next meeting with Johan Winther
whenever one party sees the necessity.
They thanked PRV and its team for the fruitful communication over the past years.
The meeting adjourned at 12:15 am.

Georg F. Schultheiss
Secretary of PatCom

10.06.2013
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